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1. EDITORIAL
« Staying up!»
To stand up is to resolve to face serenely the difficulties of
life; bear up.
To stand up is to stand up in the middle of obstacles that
pull us down.
In Bukavu, we stay up!
In spite of all that the Congolese people undergo, it remains
dynamic. Its resilience is a case study!
When I look at the strength of rural women gathered in the
agricultural cooperatives framed by Kesho Kongo, I am
overjoyed.
When I look at the smile of malnourished children, whose
families live on less than a dollar a day, I jumped at the
same time as I am concerned about the fate of these
children who did nothing to cope with the situation who is
theirs. We can help them have a better tomorrow, including
providing a dietary supplement rich in protein and giving
them the chance to go to school. Kesho Kongo applies it
and calls for the solidarity of men and women of good will.
The months of August and September 2018 were rich for
Kesho Kongo, particularly with the visits of Dr. Alexandre
Koninckx, a young Belgian doctor who spent four weeks
in Bukavu, Miss Amelie Nabuholo, originally from
Bukavu but who lives in France and is strongly interested
to nutrition issues for having done two Masters in this field,
at the University of Auvergne and the University of
Bordeaux. She joined the team of Kesho Kongo, fascinated
by our project against malnutrition. Dr. Philippe Ballaux
and Philippe Bettendorff, two Belgian cardiac surgeons,
members of the Belgian NGO "Solidarity-HealthDevelopment”. They worked on the capacitation of the
Kesho Kongo team. Luc Foubert from AISBL
"Eauxygène" and Engineer Youcef Verdin from Craft
Engineering, with whom Kesho Kong’s team visited the
hospitals in which we plan to install oxygen production
plants and the primary schools in which we plan to water
for the good of students who do not have the chance to
drink clean water at school.
With the dynamism of the team of Kesho Kongo and the
help of all these friends who come to visit Bukavu and
work a few days with the development actors of Kesho
Kongo, we are confident in the future!
Dante said: "Some wait for time to change, others seize it
with force and act. »
Together, let's work for the change and the improvement
of the living conditions of our populations; now!
Above all, let's stay up!

Adolphe NYAKASANE.

2. ABOUT
KESHO KONGO
Action Sociale Kesho Kongo is a
development nonprofit, created on
November 21, 2015 in Bukavu, capital of
the province of South Kivu, East of the
Democratic Republic of Congo. It is
apolitical, philanthropic, social and
cultural, registered at the Ministry of Justice
and Minister of Justice under number N °
JUST.113 / DP / CC / SK / 59/2016 from
25/10/2016 at the provincial level, and
under No. F92 / 30.649 at the national level.
Vision: peace and well-being for vulnerable
Congolese.
Mission: Build healthy communities in
South Kivu and empower rural youth and
women through their own potential.
Our Values: Excellence in Work - Loyalty
- Resilience
Areas of intervention: health, education,
agriculture and livestock.
The Kesho Kongo organization aims
essentially at the development of the rural
communities by promoting the fight against
the malnutrition of the children under 5
years old by the use of the local products
resulting from the agriculture and the
breeding, the supervision of the young
people by trades learning and the
empowerment of rural women grouped into
agricultural cooperatives.
It promotes peace, human rights and
democracy through poetry, theater, music
and traditional dances, in a region that
suffered during 20 years of wars and
rebellions that have decimated 6 million
innocent people.
Samson RUTAKANGWA

3. ACTIVITIES FOR THE MONTHS OF AUGUST AND
SEPTEMBER 2018

a) The visit of Dr. Alexandre Koninckx to Bukavu
Dr. Alexandre Koninckx is a young Belgian doctor. His visit to
Bukavu in August which lasted 4 weeks was rich. He worked for
3 weeks at the Ciriri Hospital and a week at the Provincial
Hospital. While coming to Bukavu, he had taken in his luggage a
lot of medical consumables and some medicines offered to Kesho
Kongo by Dr. Christian Koninckx. We donated these consumables
to the Rukwende Health Center, a health center located in
Busheke/Lugala, in the Walungu territory and which regularly
benefits from Kesho Kongo’s support in addition to the free
consultations conducted by Dr. Adolphe Nyakasane, Saturdays
per month.
We also visited the Mubeshe Primary School which is just a few
meters from the Health Center and also enjoys the support of
Kesho Kongo in terms of participation in the payment of 5
teachers who work there.
During Alexandre's stay, we had two working sessions at our
production unit of leaf extracts and biscuits.
Crispin NYAMWAGIRWA

From left to right the head of the Health Center, Samson,
Alexandre and Adolphe

From left to right Samson, the head of
the Health Center, Alexandre and
Adolphe

Alexander and Adolphe in the area of
storing medical devices

Women with their children waiting for
Dr. Adolphe Nyakasane free
consultations

Family photo in front of the health center

In a class at Mubeshe Primary School

Marcel (School Principal and Kesho Kongo
Focal Point) and the third year teacher
distributing biscuits and donuts to students

With students in the school yard

b) Miss Amelie NABUHOLO's visit to Bukavu
Miss Marie-Amelie Nabuholo stayed in Bukavu last August.
She lives in France and is very interested in nutrition issues
for having done two Masters in this field, at the University of
Auvergne and the University of Bordeaux. She joined the
News letter
team of Kesho Kongo, fascinated by our project against
malnutrition.
In this sense, we had two production sessions of biscuits for
the wellbeing of the malnourished.
Ir. Fabrice NTERANYA

Miss Marie-Amelie, Alexandre and Adolphe
at the Kesho Kongo Leaf Extracts and
Biscuits Production Unit

From left to right Mrs. Gisele, Ir. Fabrice,
Miss Marie-Amelie, Alexandre and Adolphe

Mrs. Gisele, Ir. Fabrice, and Miss Diane in
full mix of ingredients

The team at work

Finished products on the table

Family photo in front of the production unit

Fabrice engineer baking biscuits

C.

The working stay of two Belgian doctors
Philippe Ballaux and Philippe Bettendorff in
Bukavu
Philippe Ballaux and Philippe Bettendorff, two Belgian
cardiac surgeons and members of the Belgian NGO
"Solidarity-Health-Development" stayed in Bukavu
from 9 to 14 September this year. The 2 doctors came to
feel the reality of the work of the Kesho Kongo in
Bukavu (South Kivu).
During their stay, they worked on the capacitation of our
team, visited our facilities, some of our activities already
carried out in the field and together we had a production
session of biscuits.

The visit of the Kesho Kongo Social Action
Office

Gisèle NABINTU

From left to right Dr Philippe Bettendorff and Dr
Philippe Ballaux

Working session (our two partners and the entire
Kesho Kongo Team)

Presentation of our different activities and achievements

The Cookie production session with Our Partners

The visit of our second oven

D) The work stay of two Belgian partners Luc
Foubert and engineer Youcef Verdin in
Bukavu
These are two Belgian partners who came to get in touch the
work for which the Kesho Kongo is committed to the wellbeing of the malnourished, youth and vulnerable rural
women. The first is Luc Foubert of the AISBL
"Eauxygène", and the second is the engineer Youcef Verdin
of the company Craft Engineering.
Accompanied by our team, these two partners visited the
hospitals in which we plan to install oxygen plants and the
primary schools in which we plan to purify the water for the
benefit of students who do not have the chance to drink
clean water at school. Our partners visited our leaf extract
production unit.

From left to right: Sister Prefect of High
School and Sister Director of Primary School
in Antonino Manzoti

Pierre MUKA
Working session

Visit of Antonino Manzoti School

Working session at the Production Unit for
Leaf Extracts and biscuits

From left to right: Mr. Luc Foubert, Engineer Youcef Verdin and Dr. Adolphe with students in the course of the
Antonino Manzoti School

Luc Foubert and Adolphe check
a pump installed in the school
yard to draw water in the
basement

From left to right: Fr Jean Claude
Ciza, Engineer Youcef Verdin,
Barnabé, Luc Foubert and Adolphe
Nyakasane at FOMULAC Hospital /
Katana

Luc Foubert in front of a sign at
the entrance to the hospital
FOMULAC / Katana

4)

NEWS FROM OUR AGRONOMIST HENRI BISIMWA, IN TRAINING SESSION AT THE
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE SONGHAI IN BENIN

Since August 15, 2018, Henri Bisimwa is in Benin. Kesho Kongo had been selected by the French Development
Agency and had delegated his agronomist to take part in a high level training in Songhai for 6 months. Henri is
happy with his training and says he is waiting to return in the Congo to implement what he is learning in Songhai.
Diane BULONZA

Pictures related to the training of our colleague Henri at the Songhai Center

5) OUR NEEDS
Support for making high protein biscuits (filled with leaf extracts): $ 750 per month. (150 benefactors, immortals of
Kesho Kongo, who each gives $5 a month will allow us to distribute 800 biscuits every day in 3 nutritional
supplementation centers in Bukavu: Kadutu, Cimpunda and Kavumu). "With $5 a month, you are effectively
participating in the nutritional care of a child affected by malnutrition in South Kivu. In short, with $ 60 a year, you
are changing the world of a child whose future is threatened by malnutrition. Will you become an immortal of Kesho
Kongo today? If you would like to write to us: info@keshokongo.org , if you wish to send us a mail by post, write
to ACTION SOCIALE KESHO, Bukavu-RDC. C/O B.P 338, Cyangugu, Ruzizi, Rwanda. For more information,
please visit our website: www.keshokongo.org
Fiacre KALUGUSHA

6) HOW TO HELP US (By Esther SAFI)
Any support for Action Sociale Kesho Kongo can be done through the following bank details:
• In the DRC (Bukavu): Commercial Bank of Congo (BCDC)
Account title: ACTION SOCIALE KESHO KONGO «ASK» asbl.
Account Number: 00011-00170-00001304167-54 / USD
IBAN: CD 43 0000 1001 7013 0416 771
Swift: BCDCCDKI
• In the United States: you can help us via this link from our account at the King Baudoin Foundation United States
(KBFUS): https://kbfus.networkforgood.com/projects/30498-a-kbfus-funds-action-sociale-kesho-kongo-dr (Tax
deduction for residents in the USA)
For check donations to KBFUS, write "American Friends of Kesho Kongo" in the Check Memo section, and send
it to the following address:
10 Rockefeller Plaza, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10020
In Belgium: IBAN BE61 3631 2465 2417 (in communication, mention: Kesho Kongo)

THANK YOU

